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Power

Auto-Hand
- initiate a machine stop
by using the safety
device
- no electrical connection
to the machine control
is necessary

Printer
Wheel Encoder
- for slow rotating
motion and endless
linear motion

Relay Box
- initiate a machine stop via
machine control

Safety Notes

Screen
LED‘s

Keyboard
Photo-Sensor
- for fast rotating motion

The ﬁrst Steps
- Switch on with ON/ESC button
- Check battery charge condition (Test und Service)
Attention: use power supply supplied with delivery only
- connect sensor (cable transducer or wheel encoder)
- connect actuator (Auto-Hand or Relay-Box)
- Carry out a test interrupt - Auto-Hand on Safety device (Actuator Test)
- Where appropriate - carry out a machine cycle in order to deﬁne the most
suitable position for the sensor
- attach the sensor on a suitable position on the machine
Attention: consider the maximal cable length of the sensor
- In menu P2 Parameter Protective devices - check settings
- In menu P3 Parameter Measuring - check settings

- Do not set the safety device out of operation during the
period of measuring
- Before going to measure please ensure that no machine
part can be damaged
- For recharging the batteries use original power supply
only
- Do not charge at temperatures below 0°C and over 45°C
- Use original batteries only
- Do not make any modiﬁcation on batteries, charging
circuit or power supply

About the Operation Manual
The content of the following construction manual is subject of technical modiﬁcations particularly based on continuous development
of hhb Electronic products. hhb Electronic does not take over liability for any typographical errors or other inaccuracies.
hhb Electronic point out that the instruction manual contains informations which are application related to technical procedures. Not
in each single case the realisation of those procedures may be applicable, in case of doubt please contact hhb Electronic. Despite
of the instructions contained in the manual, one has to consider the valid national and international norms and regulations.
hhb Electronic is not liable for damages caused by inappropriate use of the equipment. The accurate knowledge of this instruction
manual is fundamental to appropriate use. Especially the contained remarks and safety remarks have to be considered.
Copyright
This manual is under copyright. hhb Electronic reserves all rights for duplicating this manual.
hhb Electronic GmbH
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Actuators
Cable Transducer
- suitable for linear
(or near linear)
machine motion

USB

Sensor
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Cable transducer

Wheel-Encoder

n
en

Photo_Sensor

Actuators

Using the Auto-Hand on a Safety Light Curtain - Laser Scanner

Cable Transducer
- Drive back the machine to start position
- Attach the sensor (with magnetic pads if
possible) on the machine
- Fix the cable end on the movable part of
the machine
- Attention: make sure that neither sensor
nor machine can be damaged during
machine cycles
- Attention: Do not let the cable snap
back - this may damage the sensor
- The cable should be pulled straight out
of the sensor.

Wheel Ecoder
- mount the wheel encoder at the end of the
magnetic holder
- ﬁx the joint of the holder in that way that
the wheel is pressed to the
rotating machine part
- The spring in the last joint of the holder
guaranties a proper force

Photo-Sensor
- The distance of the Photo-Sensor and
the reﬂecting stripes should be between 200 and 300mm.
- put the reﬂecting stripes on the
machine part
- The number of stripes depends on
the circumference and the rotational
speed. Using more stripes will
increase the accuracy of the measurement.
Attention: Please use Triple reﬂectors
only (no diffusing reﬂectors).
- make sure that the sensor detects each
single stripe (LED on the Sensor)
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Auto-Hand
tensed

Auto-Hand
released

Auto-Hand
- Cock the Auto-Hand by pressing the lever against the
spring pressure until it locks.
- Attach the ﬂag (with the cranked stick)
to the lever.
- In order to adjust the ﬂag to the light curtain, the stick can
be bent carefully.
- There are two cramps to ﬁx the Auto-Hand to the light
curtain

turn

chuck

- At Laser Scanner please use a
straight ﬂag.
- Run a test (Actuator Test) to
interrupt the sensing zone of
light curain (released position of
the lever).
- In the tensed position of the
lever the scanner must be
free.

Use of the Auto-Hand on a Two Hand Control

turn

Pushbutton activated

both pushbuttons activated

Pushbutton released

chuck

Two Hand Control - Auto-Hand
- Put the spacer to the Auto-Hand.
- Cock the Auto-Hand and ﬁx the spacer in a postition that
the button of the two hand control is pressed.
- Carry out an Actuator Test. The Auto-Hand must release
the button
- In order to start the machine press one button of the two
hand control with the Auto-Hand the other one
simultaniously by hand.
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Basics - Safety distance

Actuators
Machine

application - Relax Box

movable machine part
S=kxt+
+CC

Light-curtain
Hand and ﬁnger protection

S
k
t
C
t
C

Approach with k (2m/s)

Connect the relay output (normally closed contact)
between the safety device and the machine control. The
contact must interrupt one of the safety device outputs.
Refer to machine wiring diagrams.

Approach with k (1,6 m/s)

Safety distance S

Relay

Danger zone
Safety
Device

Light-grid as an access control

Safety distance
Sicherheitsabstand
AnnäherungsApproach
speed
geschwindigkeit
total
stopping time
Gesamtnachlaufzeit
additional
distance
zusätzlicher Abstand

Machine

Machine
Control

Resolution of the Safety Device
Resolution
d = 14 mm
d = 30 mm
d = 40 mm
Additional distance (penetration depth factor):
C = 0 mm
C = 128 mm
C = 208 mm
With d > 40 mm calculate with full arm length C = 850 mm

Printer
Printer - changing paper roll
Just pull up the cover interlock and open the
cover.
Please use paper for thermal printers only

C = 8 x ( d - 14 mm )

Deﬁnition of the SPM-Position - Machine stop signal is generated
Machine
start

Machine
start

Start Pos.
Position 1

Forerun:
Input in mm

Forerun:
evaluated
through Test
Stroke

Forerun:
Teach-in
Position 2

SPM-Position

SPM-Position

SPM-Position

Stopping
distance

Stopping
distance

Stopping
distance

The SPM Position (Start position of measurement - the actuator is activated - machine stop signal is
given) should be in the range of the highest speed of the machine. The SPM position can be deﬁned
with following methods: manual, Test stroke, Teach-in.
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Pushbuttons - Functions

Operating of the Device
Menu
- navigate with A and B
- select / modify with C
- abort with ESC

Setting - Selection
- navigate with A and B
- select with C
- abort with ESC

- switch on
- escape
- enter
- next place
- switch off (press 2 sec.)
- navigate
- select Function
lower button row
- navigate
- go back

Functions of the LED‘s
LED white
- charging
off when batteries fully charged
LED orange
- not in measuring mode
do not start the machine
LED blue
- clear to measure
start the machine
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Setting - Numbers
- setting with A and B
- next place with C
- last place with ESC
- ﬁgures turn red when trying
to exceed limits
- save and end with C

Setting - Date
- setting with A and B
- next place with C
- last place with ESC
- save and end with C

Setting - Time
- setting with A and B
- next place with C
- last place with ESC
- save and end with C

Select function
- change button with B
- enter with C
- back with A
- abort with ESC

Machine Nmber
- navigate
right / left A and B
up / down A and B
double click
- select character with C
- delete character with ESC
- save and end with ESC
double click

further Functions
- Reset (press buttons A, B und C simultaniously)
- power save mode - automatically after 10 minutes
with no action
- auto off - automatically after 30 minutes with no
action
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Settings

P1 Time Setting
Time 13:38

P2 Norm
# EN 999
EN / ISO 13855

Choice of the valid norm (according the production date of the machine)
Selecting EN / ISO 13855, 10 Measurements are
obligatory, the longest stopping time is used for
calculation of the safety distance.

P2 Safety Device
# Two-Hand, Switch
AOPD orthogonal
Scan/AOPD/mats
AOPD mult beam
Laser Press Brake

Selection of the safety device (application)
*1 Two Hand Control, Safety Door Switches (without lock),
*2 Lightcurtains orthogonal (Hand - and ﬁnger protection,
d<40mm (Safeguarding danger points)
*3 Laser Scanner, Lightcurtains horizontal, Safety Mats
(Safeguarding danger areas)
*4 Lightbarrier multiple beams, orthogonal, 3D Camera
Systems (Access guarding)
*5 Laser Safety devices on Press Brakes

P1 Date Setting
Date 18.03.2011

P1 Sensor Select
#CableTransducer
Wheel Encoder
Photo Sensor

P3 Number of
Reﬂex Stripes
1-40 *3

P1 Language
# Deutsch
English
francais
espanol
italiano

P1 Brightness TFT
# 5 (1 -9)

Selection of the sensor in use:
Cable Transducer (for linear
motions)
Wheel Encoder (for slow rotating motions)
Photo Sensor (for fast rotating
motions)

By using the Photo Sensor
only. The number of reﬂective
stripes, which are ﬁxed on circumference of the machine

P2 Response Time
# xx ms

P2 Resolution L.
Curtain
# xx mm
Lightcurtain only

Setting the brightness of the
TFT Display

Note:
with # marked positions
are factory settings
Remark:
Manually modiﬁed values are marked on
protocols with an *

P2 Height above
Floor
# 300 mm
scanner only

Response time of the safety device (see type plate of the
safety device). This response time is added to the stopping
time when usíng the Relay Unit contact for the stop signal.
Using the Auto Hand this value is set to zero.

Resolution of the light curtain (see type plate of the
device).

Height above the reference level (ﬂoor)

P3 Meas. Mode
# normal
normal <10 mm/s
bidirectional
bidir. <10 mm/s
P3 Meas Direction
# draw in / pull out
P3 Multi Stroke
# no / yes
P3 Number of
Strokes
Strokes 1 - 100
P3 Measurements
(1-10)

P3 Multi Meas.
# manual
automatic

P3 Delay for aut.
Mode
rec. 5 – 15 s. *2

*3

P2 Approach
Speed
# 1,6 m/s
2,0 m/s

Approach speed
# 1,6 m/s bei *1/*3/*4
2,0 m/s bei *2

P2 Penetration
depth factor
xxx mm

Penetration depth factor (depending on the resolution) is
calculated and may be modiﬁed if it is possible to reach
the danger point over the sensing ﬁeld of the safety device.

P2 Sigma Calculation
# no / yes

In some seldom cases it might be useful to calculate the
standard deviation. If this function is selected the mean
value and the Sigma is calculated.

P3 SPM Method
# manual
Test Stroke
Teach - in

P3 Machine No.
# yes / no

„normal“: means the machine motion does not
change the direction on the way to the SPM position.
(Start position of measurement / Actuator is activated
- machine stop signal is given)
„bidirectional“: in this mode a change of the direction is accepted.
„< 10 mm/s“: motion with a speed of less than < 10
mm/s can be measured too.
„draw in “ - the cable end is moving towards the
sensor, „pull out“ - cable end is moving away from the
sensor. Wheel Encoder: arrow direction = „draw in “
On machines with repeating strokes, where the ﬁrst
stroke does not reach the nominal speed a certain
number of strokes can be carried out before starting
the measurement.
Number of measurements per series.
(EN / ISO 13855 - 10 measurements are obligatory)
„manual“: each single measurement must be conﬁrmed by pressing C - button
„automatic“: Within the delay time the machine is
unlocked and driven back to the start position. After
the choosen delay time the measuring device is automatically switing to the measuring mode.
Note: please do not set a too short delay.

The SPM Position (Start position of measurement /
Actuator is activated - machine stop signal is given)
should be in the range of the highest speed of the
machine. The SPM position can be deﬁned with following methods:
„manual“: Setting per counter (e.g. hydraulic drives
- half stroke length)
„Test Stroke“: A test stroke is carried out, the position
of highest speed is calculated and stored as SPM
position (e.g. mechanical, pneumatic and electric
drives)
„teach in“: Start position und SPM will be learned by
moving the machine. (e.g. robots).
A machine name (for the protocol) can be entered
before the measurements starts.
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Stop Time Measuring

- SPM Position
Start Position Measuring
Position where the machine
stop is triggered
Machine Number
(will be save along with the measuring protocol) according settings P3 (Page 4)

- SPM Position should be the
position of highest speed.
- forerun
distance
between
machine start
position and
SPM position

Machine
start
Forerun

SPM-Position

- Test stroke
Runs a
Stopping
distance
complete
machine
cycle - the measuring
device will evaluate the
position of highest speed.
This will be taken over as
SPM position.
(recommended for
electrical, mechanical and
pneumatic drives)

Methode for SPM assignment
(SPM = Position for activating the
safety device in order to stop the
machine)
- manuel
- Test stroke
- Teach-in
according settings P3 (Page 4)
Measuring direction and SPM
methode can be modiﬁed here
„Dir.“ and „SPM-M“

- SPM should be always in
the ﬁrst half of the machine
motion.
- Reference position
In most cases the machine
starting position - the
reference to the measuring
device will be related here
LED orange
- not in measuring mode
do not start the machine
LED blue
- clear to measure
start the machine

Start the machine here

Stop tme measuring 10x
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Further Menus and Functions

Test and Service Menu
- Test for sensors and actuators
- Factory Settings - set back all settings
(Caution: all settings and data will be
deleted)
- Calibration (for factory only)
- Firmware Update (with PC Software)

Printer Menu
- Prints protocols with / without
all settings
- Print results - printer on / off)
- Print out single / double

Velocity Measuring

Velocity Measuring
- records any veloctity
course
- Limits for calculation of
mean value or zoom can be
deﬁned (S = Start, E = End)
- Data and course can be
transfered to a PC
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Batteries - Power save modes

Batteries
- The white LED indicates charging
- In the menu „Test and Service“ the charging state
is displayed
- The warning „Charge Batteries“ comes if the
charging state is low (still several measurements
can be carried out)
- „Battery too low“ the device will switch off
immediately

Analysis
- Measuring distance
- Measuring time
- maximal speed
- Average velocity in the
range from S to E

Additional Functions
- Test of Sitema break
systems
- Check of 500 ms time
monitoring on Two Hand
Controls

Data Manager
Data Manager

- Organizing of measured measuring
protocols
- Machine park
The data (settings and name) of certain
machine measured once can be stored
in a machine park. Later on when measuring this machine next time all settings
can be recalled and placed automatically
just by selecting the machine name out
of the machine park. Different machine
parks can be organized with the PC software. They can be up- and downloaded to
the measuring device.

Error Messages
„Wrong direction!“ - the direction does not match
with the setting in P3
„Printer off - line!“ - printer problem (check paper)
„Printer off - battery too low!“- no print possible
„Stop before reaching SPM-position!“- Machine
has stopped before reaching SPM
„Measurement memory full !“ - more than 30
measurements in memor
„Actuator defect“ - Actuator is not connected or
defect
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Applications in accordance with EN / ISO 13855

S = K x ( T1 + T2 ) + C

S = K x ( T1 + T2 ) + 850 mm

*4

*1

Lightgrid AOPD multi Beam
(Access Control)

Door Lock Switches

Two Hand Controls

3D Camera Systems

S = K x ( T1 + T2 ) + 8 x ( D - 14 mm )
Sn = Smess +v /1000 x T1 (with relay only)

*5

*2

Press Brakes

Lightcurtains AOPD (orthogonal)

S = K x ( T1 + T2 ) + (1200mm – 0,4x H)

S
K
D
C
H
T1
T2

*3
Laser Scanner

Lightcurtain AOPD parallel

Safety Mats

Safety distance in mm
Approach speed 2,0 m/s or 1,6 m/s
Resolution of the lightcurtain in mm
Penetration depth factor in mm
Height above reference level in mm
Response time of the safety device in ms
Stopping time of the machine in ms

